A quick overview of the latest guidance and evidence on current issues such as smoking, sexual health, health inequalities, mental health, obesity, substance abuse, women’s health – in fact anything that you ask for!
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Parliament UK
Brexit – medicines, medical devices and substances of human origin inquiry

Brexit and medicines regulation (= House of Commons Library briefing, Nov. 2017)

Impact of Brexit on patients and the life science industry examined

Department of Health

NHS Confederation
Delving into the detail of Brexit in a devolved nation | Vanessa Young

NHS Providers
Brexit briefing: December 2017

British Medical Association
Health leaders warn against removal of Working Time Regulations (Dec. 2017)

Call to address risks of leaving Euratom (Dec. 2017)
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BMJ
Martin McKee: The Brexit agreement—a work in progress, but much is still uncertain (Dec. 2017)

Brexit is shifting drug industry’s focus away from UK, MPs hear (Dec. 2017)

Brexit could mean delays for cancer treatments and less safe medicines (Dec. 2017)

Brexit and wage caps are blamed for UK doctor and nurse shortage (Nov. 2017)

Martin McKee: The devil is in the detail—why retaining the European Health Insurance Card may be an impossible dream (Nov. 2017)
**Genetic Alliance UK**

*Our Chief Executive gives evidence to Health Committee on Brexit*

---


*Inequality, austerity, Brexit, and health care*

Lakasing, E.

2017, British Journal of General Practice, 67(665), pp. 546-547

*How will Brexit affect health and health services in the UK? Evaluating three possible scenarios*

Fahy, N., Hervey, T., Greer, S., (...) Galsworthy, M., McKee, M.

2017, The Lancet, 390(10107), pp. 2110-2118

---

**Blogs and other news**

*Switch Brexit billions into AI to transform UK health and social care* (Guardian, Jan. 2018)

*The NHS is already in crisis – Brexit could finish it off* (New Statesman, Jan. 2018)

*Jeremy Hunt’s Brexit Divorce Bill Message To EU NHS Staff: ‘Too Little, Too Late’* (Huffington Post, Dec. 2017)

*Brexit and all-island health* (Eolas Magazine, Dec. 2017)

*Brexit Has Led Nearly A Fifth Of European NHS Doctors To Make Solid Plans To Quit UK* (Huffington Post, Nov. 2017)

*We can have Brexit or the NHS. We can't have both* (New European, Nov. 2017)

*Did the Brexit vote cause a staffing crisis in an NHS heavily reliant on EU workers? No, this investigation proves the story is utter hokum* (Daily Mail, Nov. 2017)


*Third sector fears over Brexit impact on health and care ‘significant’* (Holyrood Magazine, Nov. 2017)

---
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